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Senate Environment & Natural Resources Committee
Please vote NO on SB 324. This bill presumably repeals the Sunset for
carbon levels, and proposes to allow up to a four percent increase.
However, the Carbon standard was to mandate a 10 percent reduction in
transportation fuels over a decade by using Low carbon fuels. The sunset
was set in 2009 to allow the time to prepare for compliance. There was
no Low Carbon Standard to comply with! Carbon levels were sold to the
public in 2009 as not to increase the cost of fuel. SB 324 removes
that Safety Net.
The Low carbon Fuel standard is based on failed policy and faulty science.
Climate models in 2009 predicted the planet was going to heat up and
there was a cry of doom if the Parts Per Million exceeded 350. Glaciers
and Polar Bears would disappear, the Sea would rise and Islands and
Coastal areas would be under water. In reality, the reverse is happening.
There are more glaciers and Polar Bears, not fewer, and with "Climate
Gate' the models were exposed as a fraud! The Temperature has
remained steady for the last 16 years, even though the carbon is
over 400 ppm the temperature has not followed.
A four percent increase is a tax without basis and our economy cannot
afford it. It will force long haul truckers to purchase fuel outside of
Oregon and local trucks will pass the cost on to consumers.
Please also take into consideration the request to remove any discussion
of Low Carbon Fuel Standards from this session due to recent allegations
that Cylvia Hayes has illegally promoted these standards deceiving
Oregonians.
Donna Bleiler

